Rapid and Non-Invasive Screening System for Early Detection of Diabetic Retinopathy via Auto Fluorescence of *Falvin* Proteins
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ABSTRACT

Diabetic retinopathy is one of the most serious complications of diabetes, which is also one of the most important causes of blindness around the world. Autofluorescence of flavin protein in retinal pigment epithelial cells is considered as a marker of early tissue damage. This study was designed to image spontaneous fluorescence of *falvin* proteins in fundus macular center area. The average intensity of the fluorescence signal and the characteristics of the histogram distribution were obtained and the significant differences in the fluorescence signals between the diabetic and the normal people were also compared with statistical methods, and then a rapid and non-invasive screening method and equipment for early detection of diabetic retinopathy were developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Diabetes is a metabolic disease characterized by a large amount of sugar in the blood and urine. The mechanism of diabetes is the lack of insulin secretion or insulin resistance in the patient’s body. Glucose could not be fully consumed and detained in blood, causing hyperglycemia and diabetes. There are many complications caused by diabetes, including diabetic retinopathy, cardio cerebral vascular disease, macro-vascular disease, diabetic nephropathy, neuropathy et al. [1]. Among them, diabetic retinopathy is one of the most serious complications of diabetes. With the increase of the incidence of diabetes, diabetic retinopathy has become the main cause of blindness in the 20 to 65 years old people, and the rate of blindness is 10 to 25 times higher than that of non-diabetic patients. It becomes more and more urgent to develop a screening system for diabetic retinopathy.

With the development of diagnostic technology at cell and molecular level, attention has been gradually attracted to autofluorescence of *in situ* proteins. Many studies have shown that some protein mole-
molecules in the cells have the native spontaneous fluorescence, which can be used as a “spectral biomarker” [2], and sensitive to the metabolic state of the body and the early damage of the tissues. For instance, spontaneous fluorescence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADPH) was probed as the early carcinogenesis of epithelial cells [2], myocardial cell apoptosis [1] and early marker of tissue damage [3]. Besides, people found that long lasting hyperglycemia not only makes hemoglobin glycosylation, but also produces advanced glycation end products (AGEs). The accumulation of AGEs in skin collagen is related to the duration and severity of hyperglycemia, associating with the existence of long-term complications [4]. Based on AGEs, many screening methods for diabetic complications have been developed with skin [5] and autofluorescence of lens [6]. However, there are several disadvantages in these methods: 1) the excitation wavelength is ultraviolet (maximum excitation wavelength: 370 - 380 nm), which is harmful to the human body with in vivo examination; 2) AGEs level was significantly influenced by age.

In diabetic patients, mitochondrial stress and apoptosis of cells caused by hyperglycemia occur shortly after the onset of the disease. This means that the measurement of mitochondrial metabolic activity can be used as early marker of disease [7]. Before apoptosis, the mitochondria in the respiratory chain show low electron transfer performance, resulting in an increase of oxidized flavin protein, which has spontaneous fluorescence properties with 460 nm maximum excitation and 540 nm maximum emission wavelength. Previous studies have shown the increase of autofluorescence might be an early marker of diabetic metabolic stress and this is especially obvious for the late mitotic cells and retinal pigment epithelial cells of the retina [8, 9]. Because of the cellular response, early detection of retina can be performed by non-intrusive detection. Eliner has confirmed this hypothesis with retinal pigment epithelial cells in vitro [10]. They found that the level of the autofluorescence of the flavin protein was well correlated with the severity of diabetic retinopathy, with nothing to do the difference of age. From this point of view, we are trying to develop a rapid and non-invasive screening method and equipment for early detection of diabetic retinopathy, based on significant differences of the autofluorescence signals of flavin protein between the diabetic and the healthy people.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Clinical Subjects and Sampling Group

There was no ethical conflict with this research. All patients were informed before tests. 40 patients with diabetes mellitus (type I, 7 cases, type II, 33 cases, 20 male and 13 female) in Three Gorges Central Hospital of Wanzhou, Chongqing were selected, the average age was about 50 years old, the age range was 30 - 69 years old, according to the diabetes diagnosis standard of 1999 WHO, as the diabetic group; at the same time, there were 18 - 22 people in these two groups in terms of both eyes had no retinal complications and retinal complications in both eyes of diabetes. The negative control group had 40 normal people, with an average age of 50 years, and the age range was 30 - 69 years. The blood glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin index were normal. Besides, the positive control group had 40 people, with an average age of 50 years, and the age range was 30 - 69 years, including 20 male and female, respectively. The blood glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin index were normal but with diagnosed retinopathy in positive control group.

2.2. Cell Culture

Human retinal pigment epithelial cells were purchased from ATCC (No. CRL-2302). All cells were maintained in DMEM:F-12 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. Cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO₂ and passage 3 - 6 cells were used for autofluorescence measurement. Briefly, cells were incubated with different concentration of glucose for 15 days, and then the autofluorescence signals were detected in screening system at 460 nm maximum excitation and 540 nm maximum emission wavelength and the relative fluorescence intensity was obtained with ImageJ software.

2.3. System Construction

Based on the existing fundus camera, the basic structure of the system is retained. Only partial transforma-
tion of the optical path system and digital transformation of the image output are carried out [Figure 1].

2.3.1. Light Source

As the flavin auto fluorescence needs narrowband spectroscopy, the power of the ordinary fundus camera will be significantly lower. The modified system adopts 100 W Hg xenon lamp (Roche) as light source.

2.3.2. Filter

The optical path of the fundus camera is basically retained. A 460 nm excitation filter (bandwidth 5 - 10 nm) and a 540 nm emission filter (bandwidth 5 - 10 nm) are added to the camera only after the light source and before the camera. These two wavelengths are the excitation peaks and emission peaks of the flavin protein autofluorescence respectively.

2.3.3. Photomultiplier CCD (EMCCD)

The traditional fundus camera is a film camera. In order to enable the image to be processed and displayed on the computer, the traditional film camera is changed into a digital camera. At the same time, considering the relatively weak autofluorescence of flavin protein, the highly sensitive electron multiplier CCD camera (EMCCD, Andor) is chosen.

2.3.4. Modification

If the imaging is blurred, the object distance in the optical path system, the distance of the image can be tuned, and an optical imaging adapter is added between the transmitting filter and the EMCCD.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Data were expressed as the mean ± SD. Statistical difference between groups was examined using the ANOVA and Student’s t-test. P < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

3. RESULTS

3.1. The Auto Fluorescence of Falvin Proteins Positively Correlated with Glucose Concentration

To probe the relationship between the auto fluorescence of falvin proteins and glucose concentration,

![Figure 1. The basic construction of screening system for diabetic retinopathy: the light source is 100 W Hg xenon lamp; the excitation and emission filters are 460 nm and 540 nm wavelength respectively; the highly sensitive electron multiplier CCD camera is used to collected relative weak fluorescence signals of falvin proteins.](https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.118017 217 J. Biomedical Science and Engineering)
the human retinal pigment epithelial cells were incubated with different concentration of glucose for 15 days and then the fluorescence signals from cultured cells were detected with our screening system. The relative intensity of fluorescence signals was used to demonstrate the actual effect of glucose on auto fluorescence of *falvin* proteins. The results showed that auto fluorescence of *falvin* proteins is positively correlated with glucose concentration, with the increase of glucose concentration, the auto fluorescence of cells became more and more significant and cells incubated with highest concentration of glucose presented the strongest fluorescence signals [Figure 2(a)]. The relative intensity of fluorescence also increased with the glucose concentration [Figure 2(b)].

![Figure 2](https://doi.org/10.4236/jbise.2018.118017)

**Figure 2.** The fluorescence profiles of *falvin* proteins from human retinal pigment epithelial cells. (a) auto fluorescence of *falvin* proteins is positively correlated with glucose concentration. Cells presented significant fluorescence after incubation with glucose at 460 nm excitation and 540 nm emission wavelength, the fluorescence was enhanced with the increase of the glucose concentration; (b) the relative intensity of fluorescence of human retinal pigment epithelial cells in different concentration of glucose.
3.2. The Auto Fluorescence of Falvin Proteins Positively Correlated with Diabetic Retinopathy

To find out the possible relationship between auto fluorescence of falvin proteins and diabetic retinopathy, 40 patients with diabetes mellitus (type I, 7 cases, type II, 33 cases) were divided into two groups, in terms no retinal complications and retinal complications in both eyes of diabetes. The negative control group had 40 healthy people with normal blood glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin index and no clinical characterization of retinopathy. Both experimental group and control group people were conducted with screening system. To specifically collect the signals of falvin proteins fluorescence, the fundus macular center area of all subjects was excited with 460 nm wavelength light and then the 540 nm wavelength fluorescence signals were promptly recorded via the highly sensitive electron multiplier CCD camera and the relative intensity of fluorescence signals was compared among control, diabetic retinopathy and diabetes without retinopathy groups. The results showed that no significant fluorescence signals could be detected in control group neither in left eyes nor in right eyes. The diabetic retinopathy group showed very strong fluorescence signals around fundus macular center areas of both left and right eyes. Besides, there were very dim signals in diabetes without retinopathy group, which barely could be detected [Figure 3(a),

Figure 3. The fluorescence images and relative intensities of falvin proteins in fundus macular center area of left eyes. (a) the fundus macular center area (white circles) of all subjects was excited with 460 nm wavelength light and then the 540 nm wavelength fluorescence signals were promptly recorded via EMCCD. The diabetic retinopathy group showed very strong fluorescence signals compared with control group which had no significant fluorescence signals. There were very dim signals in diabetes without retinopathy group, which barely could be detected; (b) the relative intensity of fluorescence signals in each group. Diabetic retinopathy group presented significantly increase of fluorescence intensity compared with control group and diabetes without retinopathy group.
Figure 4(a). The relative intensity of fluorescence signals demonstrated corresponding results with the fundus fluorescence images. Diabetic retinopathy group presented significantly increase of fluorescence intensity compared with control group and diabetes without retinopathy group [Figure 3(b), Figure 4(b)].

3.3. The Auto Fluorescence of Falvin Proteins Should Be a Specific Marker for Early Diabetic Retinopathy

To further identify the specific role of falvin proteins auto fluorescence in diabetic retinopathy and probe the difference of fluorescence signals between diabetic retinopathy and general retinopathy, the fluorescence images of fundus macular center areas were obtained via screening system from diabetic retinopathy group and the positive control group, which included people with normal blood glucose and glycosylated hemoglobin index and diagnosed retinopathy. The fundus macular center area of all subjects was
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Figure 4. The fluorescence images and relative intensities of falvin proteins in fundus macular center area of right eyes. (a) the fundus macular center area (white circles) of all subjects was excited with 460 nm wavelength light and then the 540 nm wavelength fluorescence signals were promptly recorded via EMCCD. The diabetic retinopathy group showed very strong fluorescence signals compared with control group which had no significant fluorescence signals. There were very dim signals in diabetes without retinopathy group, which barely could be detected; (b) the relative intensity of fluorescence signals in each group. Diabetic retinopathy group presented significantly increase of fluorescence intensity compared with control group and diabetes without retinopathy group.
excited with 460 nm wavelength light and then the 540 nm wavelength fluorescence signals were promptly recorded via the highly sensitive electron multiplier CCD camera and the relative intensity of fluorescence signals was compared among positive control and diabetic retinopathy group. The results showed that there were no significant fluorescence signals could be detected in fundus macular center area of positive control, with the 460 nm excitation and 550 emission wavelength, whereas fundus macular center area of diabetic retinopathy presented strong signals of fluorescence [Figure 5].

4. DISCUSSION

Diabetic patients are mainly insulin metabolic abnormalities, with dramatic changes in eye, nerve and

![Figure 5](https://example.com/image.png)

**Figure 5.** The comparison of fluorescence signals of *fa/vin* proteins between diabetic retinopathy and general retinopathy (positive control). (a) the fundus macular center area (white circles) of all subjects was excited with 460 nm wavelength light and then the 540 nm wavelength fluorescence signals were promptly recorded via EMCCD. The diabetic retinopathy group showed very strong fluorescence signals compared with positive control group which had no significant fluorescence signals; (b) the relative intensity of fluorescence signals in each group. Diabetic retinopathy group presented significantly increase of fluorescence intensity compared with control group.
blood vessel microcirculation, resulting in eye nutrition and visual function damage [1]. Because of changes in blood components of diabetic patients, endothelial dysfunction is caused by impaired blood retinal barrier. The combination of retinal capillary endothelial cells and pigment epithelial cells is destroyed, resulting in the damage of the retina, which is in term of diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy has become the main cause of blindness in the 20 to 65 years old people, and the rate of blindness is 10 to 25 times higher than that of non-diabetic patients. In this study, we are trying to develop a rapid and non-invasive screening method and equipment for early detection of diabetic retinopathy. The auto fluorescence of falvin proteins in fundus macular center area was used as marker of diabetic retinopathy and our results showed that falvin proteins fluorescence was not only positively correlated with diabetic retinopathy, but also specifically distinguished the difference between diabetic retinopathy and general retinopathy.

In the optical path, the excitation light mainly passes through the cornea, lens, vitreous body and so on. Previous studies have shown that collagen (maximum excitation wavelength: 320 nm; maximum emission wavelength: 390 nm), elastin (maximum excitation wavelength: 320 nm; maximum emission wavelength: 400 nm), AGEs (maximum excitation wavelength: 370 nm; maximum emission wavelength: 440 nm) are also present in the three tissues with auto fluorescence [11]. Besides, there are also several autofluorescent substances in the retinal pigment epithelium, which are lipofuscin (excitation wavelength: 450 - 500 nm; emission wavelength: 620 - 640 nm), NADPH (maximum excitation wavelength: 340 nm; maximum emission wavelength: 450 nm), flavin protein (maximum excitation wavelength: 460 nm; maximum emission wavelength: 540 nm) [12]. So, it can be found that there are many spontaneous fluorescence signals with overlaps in the emission spectra. To reduce the interference, we use a high-tech narrow band filter (excitation filter 460 nm + 5 nm, emission filter 540 nm + 5 nm) to ensure that NADPH, collagen, elastin and AGEs produce only very little spontaneous fluorescence interference, because the selective excitation wavelength is longer than the excitation waves of these substances, so the spontaneous excitation of these substances is relatively weak with decrease of fluorescence. For lipofuscin, it is the main fluorescent substance of the retinal pigment epithelium and its excitation wavelength coincides with the wavelength of the flavin protein excitation, but the peak of the emission spectrum of the lipofuscin is 620 - 640 nm, and the peak of the emitter of the lutein protein is about 535 nm [13]. By using a narrow band emission filter (540 nm + 5 nm), the fluorescence signal on EMCCD can be ensured near the peak of the emission fluorescence of the flavin protein, but it is in a small range far away at the distal end of the lipofuscin emission fluorescence curve, so that the spontaneous fluorescence interference of lipofuscin can be reduced as much as possible. Furthermore, we chose the fundus macular center area for the autofluorescence imaging of the flavin protein. This area has two advantages: 1) the highest content of the flavin protein in the central area of the macula with the strongest signal; 2) the blood vessels in this area are much less, which would not cover the fluorescence signals of flavin protein. Besides, with less blood vessels, the interference inducing by spontaneous fluorescence of blood porphyrin derivative could be avoided [14].

In addition, the autofluorescence signal of flavin protein is very weak. In the past, because of the lack of highly sensitive imaging devices, it is difficult to collect its signal. In recent years, due to the development of optoelectronic devices, this problem has been solved. The advanced EMCCD (Electron-Multiplying CCD) technology has been able to detect single photon and achieve more than 1000 times gain amplification and our results showed that the EMCCD we chosen could not only perfectly obtain the relative weak signals of falvin proteins, but also displayed the significant differences between experimental and control group.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, we are trying to develop a rapid and non-invasive screening method and equipment for early detection of diabetic retinopathy, based on significant differences of the auto fluorescence signals of flavin protein between the diabetic and the healthy people. The results showed that the auto fluorescence of flavin proteins significantly increased in fundus macular center area of patients with diabetic retinopathy, compared with healthy people or diabetes without retinopathy. Besides, auto fluorescence of flavin proteins also had significant difference between diabetic retinopathy patients and patients with general
retinopathy, which could point out that auto fluorescence of *falvin* proteins should be an important marker for diabetic retinopathy.
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